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This training was built by hospitality

industry professionals and survivors. 

The Dandelion Initiative’s Safer Bars

and Safer Spaces training is anti-

oppressive and trauma-informed. We

believe that when you meet people in

their day to day there are more

opportunities to learn in meaningful

and empowering ways.  

 

Support us so we can support you.  

 

We will help you understand why

sexual violence and harassment

happen so often in our spaces and

what you can do to transform that

culture!  We put so much time and

effort into crafting our drinks, choosing

our ingredients, developing our event

plans, our spaces deserve the same

care and creativity. Building a safer

space means building a stronger team

and a better business.  

 

WHY GET THIS TRAINING? 

 

Our training provides spaces with an

opportunity to break the cycle of

normalized sexual violence, assess

their risk factors, create healthier

communication and practices, build

strong equitable policies and have

supports for survivors and for

incidents/disclosures.  

 

Did you know that alcohol is the

number one substance used in drug

facilitated sexual assault? Learning to

be a safer space makes sense.  

 

 

 

WHAT DO WE TEACH? 

Through research, data collection, lived

experience and best practices we have

created a comprehensive 101 on

recognizing, preventing and responding

to sexual violence and survivors. This

training is built on the real experiences

that our community has navigated as

staff, owners, patrons and artists. We

use language that is accessible and

meaningful. We work to dismantle

approaches rooted in privilege and

transform the way anti-violence training

is created and delivered. We begin

each training with a land

acknowledgement and teaching, We

recognize the role colonization and

alcohol has had in the oppression of

Indigenous communities across Turtle

Island and we believe that our work

must always lift the voices of

indigenous communities if we want true

safety for us all.  

 

We cover a variety of topics during this

training including: 

 

Privilege & Power- Intersectionality 

Sexual assault and harassment in the

Industry 

Bystander Intervention tools and

techniques 

Harm reduction- drug facilitated

sexual assault 

Consent- Healthy Communication  

Workplace Policies and practices-

What's Bill 132, 148 and why are they

so important? 

Community responsibility and

accountability 

Supporting Survivors 
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Policy Development 
  
It is really important that every
employer has a anti-harassment
and sexual assault policy, which
also has specific disclosure and
reporting process, investigation and
follow up. 
 
We will provide you with a policy
recommendation follow up that will
help you build your policy and
practice after our training. 
 
Developing this policy or policies,
after our training will help you
decrease your risk factors and
ensure you are prepared to deal
with reports.  
 
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 
If you need further support or
consultation on developing
workplaces anti-harassment or
violence policies, please reach out
to us, we offer this at an hourly rate.
Please email
ourdandelioninitiative@gmail.com
ATTN: Viktoria Belle 
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 
 
 
FOLLOW UP 
 
We will follow up with you and your
space 3 months after the initial
training. If you need additional
supports at that time, we can offer
you a prorated price for a number
of our classes and workshops that
could help continue to support your
space and team. 
 
We want to foster an ongoing
relationship with every space we
train, we would be thrilled if you
also filled out our feedback sheets
as a part of the follow up process,
so we can continue to grow and
develop this training and resource.  
 
 
 
 

The Facts 
1 in 3 women/feminized people will be sexually
assaulted in their lifetime.  
1 in 6 men, 
trans and non-binary people are
disproportionately effected by violence.  
57% of all indigenous women 
87% of the time the survivor knew the person
before the crime.  
91% of survivors will not report to the police. 
 
Out of every 1000 sexual assaults 3 lead to
conviction. There are almost 600,000 reported
sexual assaults in Canada a year. We can change
these facts by education ourselves and creating
safer spaces.  
 
Through a survey we conducted with over 50
hospitality staff in Toronto we found that: 
82% had been sexually harassed or assaulted at
work.  
44% said they knew their anti-harassment
workplace policy. 
79% said they would want training like this. The
additional 21% said they would want ongoing
training.  
 
We built this training to change the facts, support
the community and transform spaces so that they
are safer for everyone.  
 
LOGISTICS AND COSTS 
 
We have recently had to increase our training
prices to reflect the current market and effort and
knowledge put into the development of this guide.
The guide is constantly being updated with
relevant and current info- you will always receive
all updates even after initial training.  
 
We charge $35 per person for our training, each
participant receives their own manual and
supplementary resources. Training is 3.5 hours in
length. You also receive a listing on our website
under the safer spaces registry. 
 
Email us for a quote and our terms and
agreement! We will work with your schedule and
provide the training in your space. Email us today
and book your training! 


